
 
 

 

 
 

Wigmore Hall is a no smoking venue. No recording or photographic equipment may be taken into the auditorium nor used in any other part of the Hall without the prior 
written permission of the management.  
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 7.30pm 

 

Dame Sarah Connolly mezzo-soprano 

Hélène Clément viola 

Joseph Middleton piano 

 

Robert Schumann  (1810-1856)    Märzveilchen Op. 40 No. 1 (1840)   

Muttertraum Op. 40 No. 2 (1840)   

Der Soldat Op. 40 No. 3 (1840)   

Der Spielmann Op. 40 No. 4 (1840)    

Johannes Brahms  (1833-1897)    2 Songs with viola Op. 91 (1863-84)   
Gestillte Sehnsucht • Geistliches Wiegenlied  

Gustav Mahler  (1860-1911)    Kindertotenlieder (1901-4)   
Nun will die Sonn’ so hell aufgehn • Nun seh' ich wohl, 
warum so dunkle Flammen • Wenn dein Mütterlein • 
Oft denk’ ich, sie sind nur ausgegangen • In diesem 
Wetter, in diesem Braus  

       Interval    

Frank Bridge  (1879-1941)    3 songs for voice, viola and piano (1906-7)   
Far, far from each other • Where is it that our soul doth 
go? • Music, when soft voices die  

Ivor Gurney  (1890-1937)    Thou didst delight mine eyes (pub. 1952)   

Ernest John Moeran  (1894-1950)   Twilight (1920)   

Edmund Rubbra  (1901-1986)    2 Sonnets by William Alabaster Op. 87 (1955)   
Upon the Crucifix • On the Reed of our Lord's Passion  

Richard Rodney Bennett  (1936-2012)   A History of the Thé Dansant (1994)   
Foxtrot • Slow Foxtrot • Tango  

Errollyn Wallen  (b.1958)    Night Thoughts (2023)  London première 

Sleep • Bright Lights • There’s a certain 
Slant of light • Night Thoughts  
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This evening’s recital weaves together thematic and 

musical threads. The songs explore the delights and fears 

of parenthood, alongside the consolations and threats of 

nature. A chronological journey traces stylistic 

connections between 19th-century German lyricism and 

20th- and 21st-century British song, as well as the affinity 

between viola and alto. 

The evening opens with Schumann’s settings of poetry 

by Hans Christian Andersen. Schumann wrote to 

Andersen that the music ‘will probably appear rather odd 

to you at first glance, but your poems seemed equally so 

to me’. Yet Andersen was delighted with the songs, which, 

as Jon Finson points out, recall the older genre of 

‘Bänkelgesang’, gruesome cautionary tales declaimed by 

minstrels. The transparent 'Märzveilchen’ is followed by 

the Gothic horror of ‘Muttertraum’, describing a doting 

mother, while ravens plan to feast on her child’s flesh. No 

less distressing is ‘Der Soldat’, a march describing the 

execution of a soldier by his comrade, possibly his lover. 

In ‘Der Spielmann’, a bride and the wedding violinist are 

tormented by their secret love. 

Motherhood also features in Brahms’s Op. 91 songs. 

‘Gestillte Sehnsucht’ is an autumnal reflection but the 

‘Geistliches Wiegenlied’ captures his friendship with the 

great violinist/violist Joseph Joachim and his wife, alto 

Amalie Schneeweiss. The lullaby was a gift upon the birth 

of their first son, Johannes, in 1864. The viola plays a 

medieval cantio ‘Resonet in laudibus’, associated with the 

words ‘Joseph, lieber Joseph mein’, while the text is sung 

from the perspective of the Virgin Mary. By 1884, when 

the songs were published, the Joachims were 

acrimoniously divorced. Brahms’s songs capture his 

affection and admiration. 

Gustav Mahler’s words, ‘the pale figures of my life pass 

by me like the shadow of long-lost happiness’, recall the 

deaths of numerous siblings in childhood. The 

Kindertotenlieder have also been linked to his own near-

death from haemorrhage in 1901, when he wrote the first 

songs. When he returned to Rückert’s words in 1904, his 

then wife Alma - mother of his two children - was 

distressed by the dreadful texts. Three years later, their 

daughter Putzi (Maria Anna) died, and Mahler afterwards 

observed that having endured the loss himself, he could 

no longer have composed the songs. 

The English composer Frank Bridge was a superb all-

round musician. The 3 songs, with their rich textures and 

lavish harmonies, reveal his early love of German late 

Romanticism. The expansive ‘Far, far from each other’ 

develops themes of nature and wind heard earlier. Heine, 

original author of the second poem, was arguably the 

most popular song poet ever; Bridge’s pulsing 

accompaniment asks imploringly about the mysterious 

nature of death. Shelley’s ‘Music, when soft voices die’ 

closes with memories of experience. 

Love’s transience also underpins Gurney’s ‘Thou didst 

delight mine eyes’. He was described as ‘totally unself-

conscious, lost in the clouds, he walked in a poet's 

dream…He would talk of Schubert by the hour and might 

have been his reincarnation.’ He joined the military in 1915 

but never recovered from his traumatic experiences. He 

experienced an outpouring of songs in 1919-21, but was 

later institutionalised and died in 1937. Friends and 

admirers, including Marion Scott, Herbert Howells and 

Gerald Finzi, arranged the publication of selected songs, 

including ‘Thou didst delight mine eyes’, which appeared 

in 1952. 

Ernest John Moeran also led a short and unhappy life. 

Family wealth supported concerts of his music in the early 

1920s; however, he developed a dependency on alcohol, 

and despite some success during World War II, he could 

not recover. The gentle lilt of ‘Twilight’ reveals not only his 

long immersion in Irish melodies, but also echoes themes 

heard earlier, namely the pastoral setting, the rooks 

recalling the crows of ‘Muttertraum’, and death. 

Edmund Rubbra’s journey towards eventually 

becoming a critic, pianist and composer was aided by a 

supportive family and several scholarships. His 

conversion to Catholicism after World War II is reflected in 

many of his texts including the 2 Sonnets (also recalling 

Brahms’s ‘Geistliches Wiegenlied’). The poems are by 

another Catholic, the English Renaissance writer William 

Alabaster. One critic noted the songs’ ‘positively Counter-

Reformation air’. Alabaster’s poetry is laden with sexual 

imagery, matched by Rubbra’s throbbing chords and 

sensual chromaticism. 

Few composers were as eclectic as Richard Rodney 

Bennett, who moved between classical, jazz and screen 

composition. A History of the Thé Dansant connects three 

poems by his sister Meg, with whom he often 

collaborated. The poems were inspired by the discovery 

of photographs of their parents on holiday in the South of 

France in the 1920s. Peacocke’s poems trace exquisite 

visual details – the coil of cigarette smoke, the wrinkled 

sea. Each song alludes to popular dances, though none is 

a true dance. Only at the end of ‘Tango’ do we realise that 

these are memories, accounting for their fragmentary 

quality. 

The evening closes with Errollyn Wallen’s cycle Night 
Thoughts, commissioned by Joseph Middleton and Dame 

Sarah Connolly. Wallen sets four texts, by Shakespeare, 

Emily Dickinson, and herself. ‘Sleep’ sets an extract from 

Macbeth, the music weaving a ghostly web around the 

voice. In ‘Bright Lights’, Wallen imagines the thoughts of a 

17-year-old Ella Fitzgerald in her career-launching 

performance in the amateur night at the Apollo Theatre in 

Harlem. Years ago, the psychiatrist Sidney Gottlieb told 

the composer that Ella Fitzgerald had revealed to him that 

her first wish was to be a ballerina – a wish Wallen shared. 

‘There’s a certain Slant of light’ arose from a conversation 

Wallen had with her schoolfriend, Trish Mersh, who 

mentioned this unique poem by Emily Dickinson. ‘Night 

Thoughts’ is a tribute to one of Howard Hodgkins’s last 

paintings; it was inspired by Wallen recalling the timbre of 

Ella Fitzgerald’s voice when she heard an early recording 

of Connolly singing jazz, accompanying herself the piano. 
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Please do not turn the page until the song and its accompaniment have 
ended. 
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Emanuel Geibel, after Lope 
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 (1906-7)  

 

 
Matthew Arnold 

 

 
Kate Freiligrath Kroeker, after Heinrich Heine 

 

 
Percy Bysshe Shelley 

 

 (1890-1937)  

 (pub. 1952) 
Robert Bridges 

 

 (1894-1950)  

 (1920) 
John Masefield 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please do not turn the page until the song and its accompaniment 
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William Alabaster 
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William Shakespeare 

 

 
Errollyn Wallen 

 

 
Emily Dickinson 

 

 
Errollyn Wallen 

 

Moeran text by John Masefield, printed with kind permission of the 
Society of Authors as the Literary Representative of the Estate of John 
Masefield. Bennett by M.R. Peacocke (b.1930) – from Selves (1995). 
 
Translations of Schumann, Brahms and Mahler by Richard Stokes from 
The Book of Lieder published by Faber & Faber, with thanks to George 
Bird, co-author of The Fischer-Dieskau Book of Lieder, published by 
Victor Gollancz Ltd. 

 




